
Forward and Deferred Rendering



Goals
● Begin with an overview of GPU rendering

● Explain and compare Forward and Deferred rendering

● Discuss where future developments may take us
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The GPU Pipeline

Different rendering techniques are different ways to mess with this pipeline
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The GPU Pipeline
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Material / BRDF - Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
● Phong

● Lambertian

● etc etc...
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What are we rendering?

©Paul Siedler
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https://www.artstation.com/artwork/BR3rl


Forward Rendering

for mesh in meshes:
   for light in lights:
      draw(mesh, light)

Invocation of the pipeline we saw before
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Nvidia Geforce 256 - 1999
“single-chip processor with integrated transform, lighting, triangle setup/clipping, and 

rendering engines”
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Transparent Surfaces
To render semi-transparent surfaces we must blend what’s behind the surface with the 

surface itself, in the framebuffer. They must be drawn after opaque surfaces.

©Johannes Rapprich

for light in lights:
   for mesh in opaqueMeshes:
      draw(mesh, light)

for mesh in transparentMeshes:
      draw(mesh, light)
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https://www.pexels.com/@jrapprich


Pros and Cons?
● Very efficient with few lights

● We can do transparent surfaces very easily

● Can model different meshes with different materials (BRDFs)

● However as we add lights performance decreases rapidly

This also has overhead for the CPU.
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An Idea

How can we remove the dependance between meshes and lights?
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Precompute Z Buffer
Why not do this with all material properties?
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Deferred Rendering The G-Buffer

Framebuffer
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Deferred Rendering
1.

2. for mesh in meshes:
   drawToGBuffer(mesh)

for light in lights:
   drawToFramebuffer(light)
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O(triangle_num * light_num)

Forward
Full pass

Attribute Rendering Shading

Deferred

Number of Draw Calls

|meshes| ⨉ |lights|

|meshes| |lights|
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Implementing the Shading Stage
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Implementing the Shading Stage
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Implementing the Shading Stage

Render a full-screen quad?

Or triangle fans to the light extents?

©Rich Geldreich
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https://sites.google.com/site/richgel99/index


Pros and Cons?

● Performance scales linearly with #meshes and #lights!

● But we lose transparent surfaces :(

● Moving a large G-buffer around eats memory bandwidth

● Rendering multiple materials becomes an issue...
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Materials

©Nvidia
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https://www.nvidia.com/en-gb/design-visualization/technologies/material-definition-language/


Sneaking in Transparency

GTA V uses a deferred renderer

How does it do transparency?

©Adrian Courrèges
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http://www.adriancourreges.com/blog/2015/11/02/gta-v-graphics-study/


When was this developed?

2001 - Shrek (video game)

2004 - GDC Gladiator demo

2007 - S.T.A.L.K.E.R

2008 - GTA IV

2011 - Battlefield 3

©Rich Geldreich©Nvidia
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UE4ldJfsDz8&feature=emb_title
https://developer.nvidia.com/gpugems/gpugems2/part-ii-shading-lighting-and-shadows/chapter-9-deferred-shading-stalker


What’s Happening Now?
Since deferred rendering was introduced c. 2007/08, it became the standard for AAA 

games.

©Simon Coenen

©Techspot
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https://simoncoenen.com/blog/programming/graphics/DoomEternalStudy.html
https://www.techspot.com/article/2001-doom-eternal-older-gpu-test/


Memory Issues
1. CPU to GPU bottleneck  2. GPU internal bottleneck
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Overall
● Deferred was a response to the bottlenecks of the time

● We’re moving back towards heavily preprocessing our scene

● This will most definitely change in the (near) future
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Sources
● Early History of Deferred Rendering

● S.T.A.L.K.E.R Deferred Shading

● Doom Eternal Graphics Study

● GTA V Graphics Study

● Doom (2016) Graphics Study

● Deferred Shading - Wikipedia
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https://sites.google.com/site/richgel99/home
https://developer.nvidia.com/gpugems/gpugems2/part-ii-shading-lighting-and-shadows/chapter-9-deferred-shading-stalker
https://simoncoenen.com/blog/programming/graphics/DoomEternalStudy.html
http://www.adriancourreges.com/blog/2015/11/02/gta-v-graphics-study/
http://www.adriancourreges.com/blog/2016/09/09/doom-2016-graphics-study/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deferred_shading


Thank you for listening :)


